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The triple gauge couplings (TGCs) and quartic gauge couplings (QGCs) that describe the strengths of the triple and quartic gauge boson self-interactions are completely determined by the non-Abelian nature of the electroweak SU(2)$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{\text {Y}}$$\end{document}$ gauge structure in the Standard Model (SM). These interactions contribute directly to diboson and triboson production at colliders. Studies of triboson production can test these interactions and any possible observed deviation from the theoretical prediction would provide hints of new physics at a higher energy scale. Compared with TGCs, QGCs are usually harder to study due to the, in general, smaller production cross sections of the relevant processes.
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Previous studies of *WWWW* QGC interactions \[[@CR8], [@CR16]\] used $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The ATLAS detector {#Sec2}
==================

The ATLAS detector \[[@CR19]\] is composed of an inner tracking detector (ID) surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T axial magnetic field, electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer (MS). The ID consists of three subsystems: the pixel and silicon microstrip detectors that cover $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The ATLAS trigger system has three distinct levels referred to as L1, L2, and the event filter. Each trigger level refines the decisions made at the previous level. The L1 trigger is implemented in hardware and uses a subset of detector information to reduce the event rate to a design value of at most 75 kHz. The L2 and event filter are software-based trigger levels and together reduce the event rate to about 400 Hz.

Events used were selected by single-lepton triggers with a transverse momentum, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Object reconstruction and event selection {#Sec3}
=========================================

Each event is required to have at least one primary vertex reconstructed from at least three tracks with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Electron candidates \[[@CR20]\] are required to have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To ensure that lepton candidates originate from the primary vertex, a requirement is placed on the longitudinal impact parameter, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Signal fiducial cross sections {#Sec4}
==============================

At leading order (LO), the production of three *W* bosons can take place through radiation from a fermion, from an associated *W* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to determine the detector reconstruction effects on the signal selection, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Backgrounds {#Sec5}
===========

Background estimation {#Sec6}
---------------------
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Other SM processes that produce multiple prompt leptons include *ZZ*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The charge-flip background originates from processes where the charge of at least one prompt lepton is misidentified. This occurs primarily when a lepton from a hard bremsstrahlung photon conversion is recorded instead of the signal lepton. It mainly contributes to the 0-SFOS signal region in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Contributions from fake-lepton backgrounds are estimated in data, using different approaches in the two channels. In the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Validation of background estimates {#Sec7}
----------------------------------

The background predictions are tested in several validation regions (VRs). These VRs are defined to be close to the signal region with a few selection criteria removed or inverted. They generally have dominant contributions from one or two background sources and a negligible contribution from the signal process. The signal and background predictions are compared to data for each VR in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.
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Systematic uncertainties {#Sec8}
========================

Systematic uncertainties in the signal and background predictions arise from the measurement of the integrated luminosity, from the experimental and theoretical modelling of the signal acceptance and detection efficiency, and from the background estimation. The effect of the systematic uncertainties on the overall signal and background yields are evaluated separately for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The experimental uncertainties include the uncertainties on the lepton and jet energy and momentum scales and resolutions, on the efficiencies of the lepton and jet reconstruction and identification, and on the modelling of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The estimates of the data-driven fake-lepton background also have uncertainties specific to each channel. In the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The charge-flip background is only relevant for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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There are also uncertainties in the overall normalization of the signal and MC background cross sections. Uncertainties in the signal cross section are those described in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. These are not, however, included as uncertainties in the model and merely serve as a comparison for the final measurement in Sect. [7](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}. The normalizations of the SM background cross sections described in Sect. [5.1](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} have their own associated uncertainties. The uncertainty in the predicted *WZ*+jets background cross section is the most important one since it is the largest irreducible background. The size of the uncertainty relative to the predicted *WZ*+jets background is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The uncertainty on the integrated luminosity is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Cross-section measurement {#Sec9}
=========================

The signal and background predictions together with their uncertainties are compared to the data for six signal regions in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}. The expected signal yields are calculated using the SM $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Limits on anomalous quartic gauge couplings (aQGCs) {#Sec10}
===================================================

Contributions from sources beyond the SM to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The ATLAS experiment uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector. The *x*-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, the *y*-axis points upward, and the *z*-axis is along one of the proton beam directions. Cylindrical coordinates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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